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CHAPTER NINE

An Update On Those Woods

It would be easy to assume that since there have been a few 

days of quiet that all must be well. This is rarely the case, 

however. What had been stirred up in the woods could not be 

easily unstirred, like requesting too late for no sugar in a 

coffee and watching as the carbohydrate is stirred into the 

drink. 

What had been stirred up in those woods, in fact, was 

stirred up every five years, to the day, if conditions were 

right. There was a reason the leaders of the school attempted to 

keep individuals out of the woods, though the meager fence they 

had built around it didn't suggest the gravity of the situation 

should someone jump it for a little evening exploring.

The truth is, the administration knew this was all their 
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faults. They had been warned not to build the school where they 

did, but the location was so idyllic, was it not? Idyllic except 

for the old Indian graveyard that it was built on, as so many 

awful and terrifying places were. If the boys had considered 

that they ran off to an old Indian cave for their meetings, they 

might have realized that, at one point in history or another, 

the ground they trampled, and the ground that had been leveled 

by the school owners, may have been sacred. Any studied 

individual knew how to treat hallowed ground, and all of this 

certainly wasn't the way to do it.

The problems first started at Welton's fifth homecoming 

celebration. Families reported missing siblings and spouses, 

lost pets and parents. One or two lost individual was expected 

at an event of such magnitude, but when they were lost in the 

tens, and then the twenties, and ultimately somewhere in the 

fifty range, there was some need for concern. Especially when 

their bodies, or parts of their bodies, were found, days later, 

looking to be partly devoured and thoroughly enjoyed.

The school was closed and leftover body parts were shipped 

back to family members with notes that said "Sorry" and a 

complimentary set of steak knives, though none of them 

considered what kind of perverse image this cast. Surely no one 

would eat the remains of their loved ones. At least not without 
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some worcester sauce and a nice chianti. 

After all of the students were escorted off the campus and 

the stray body bits sent to their homes--although one was sent 

back due to inadequate postage--the faculty found themselves 

alone to seek out answers as to what was happening. 

The first, and most obvious assumption was bears. Judging 

by the bite patterns on the bodies, some people seemed to be too 

cold or too hot, too big or too small, but some seemed just 

right with the way they were eaten to the bone. For this reason, 

and after a thorough study of Goldilocks conducted by the 

leading literature experts on the campus, bears were the 

accepted theory.

So bear traps were set around campus and checked every 

morning at dawn. The first few days, nothing was caught. The 

fourth day, only the gym teacher was caught, but no one really 

minded that much because gym teachers were as easily replaceable 

as the hunk of raw meat that had lured him to the trap in the 

first place. After a little investigation, it was clear that he 

had first tried to get the meat with grill tongs--likely 

belonging to the barbecue that he had brought out to the woods 

with him, surely planning to cook the meat after stealing it--

and when he could not procure the meat in that way, he went in 

head first like Yogi into a "pick-a-nick basket."


